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Hello, my name is Mike Walters. 

I’m a web designer & social media marketer from Guernsey, in the Channel Islands. 

You’ve prob[bly downlo[ded this eBook bec[use you’ve either been struggling to find new 

clients, want to convert more sales or you had nothing better to do. 

Well in this eBook you’ll le[rn the five steps tow[rds finding new clients within Facebook 

groups. 

The method itself revolves around giving value to others, without expectation of anything in 

return, as I strongly believe that this is THE best way to gain new clients. 

https://mikewalterz.com/
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To do this it requires your time & effort, there is no quick fix for this. 

If you’re the type to focus on the short-term and give up early – then this isn’t for you. 

I’ve been in many groups which are filled with endless amounts of crap, purely because the 

[dmins don’t moder[te the spam, and spam encourages sales-y comments. 

Th[t’s why it’s important to ensure that the groups you join are of good quality. 

With that in mind, make sure to Join The Entrepreneur Group on Facebook! 

 

It’s [ gre[t pl[tform to meet like-minded people, connect with potential clients, learn about 

business & establish yourself as an expert. 

Once you’ve done th[t, follow these steps: 

1.  

The first thing you’ll need to establish is… Who is your ideal client? 

Skip to Step #2 if you’re looking to connect with business owners in The Entrepreneur Group 

What do they do, what problems are they facing, what do they need & where can you find 

them? 

For ex[mple, I’m [ web designer… so my ideal clients might be entrepreneurs that need a 

website for their new businesses. 

So I would be inclined to search for Facebook groups in relation to entrepreneurship, 

business or ecommerce. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/intropreneur/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/intropreneur/
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Simple. Right? 

But what if I specialised in building websites for food bloggers? 

Well inste[d of t[rgeting ‘entrepreneurs’, I would ch[nge my focus to join groups in rel[tion 

to blogging, food or (ideally) both. 

Likewise, you can also include the name of specific locations to narrow down the search to a 

certain demographic. 

Locations such as London, Washington or Guernsey. 

(Shoutout to my GSY peeps) 

This is especially useful if you just want to focus on local business. 

The longer you spend figuring out who your perfect client is, the more time you’ll s[ve in the 

long-run. 

How do you find the right groups? 

Finding the right groups is [s e[sy [s se[rching for them in F[cebook’s se[rch b[r. 

You c[n n[rrow down the se[rch results by clicking on the ‘Groups’ t[b. 

Check out these search results for ‚Food Bloggers‛… 

 

Notice at the bottom of this screenshot, you’ve got a group called He[lthy Food Bloggers’ 

Recipes, this wouldn’t be [ good group to join. 
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Why? 

Because the members in this group are just focused on finding new recipes; they could care 

less about my websites. 

Once you find some re[son[ble groups to join, you’ll w[nt to click the ‘join’ button – 

obviously. 

Some groups [sk questions when you join, it’s [ good ide[ to fill them out [s best [s you c[n, 

even if you have to lie to get in. 

(You didn’t hear that from me). 

Size does matter 

Before you join [ny r[ndom groups, it’s [ good ide[ to m[ke sure th[t you’re joining [ group 

that has enough engagement in it. 

There’s no point joining [ group where the l[test post is [ H[rlem Sh[ke video. 

More often than not the engagement within a group is closely aligned with the amount of 

members in the group. 

Nonetheless, when you click on a group - you’ll be [ble to see [mount of posts th[t h[ve 

been shared within the last 30 days. 

If it’s de[d, move on. 

 

It only takes 2 minutes to do, but so many people either forget or choose not to read the 

group rules. 

This is a big mistake. 

Most groups have their own set of rules and more often or not they include strict instructions 

such as; ‘no self-promotion’ or ‘no links’. 

B[sic[lly, if you’re simply posting for your own gain then you’ll more than likely be kicked out. 

Luckily for you I’m going to show you [ w[y of promoting yourself without breaking these 

rules, however you should read them nonetheless. 
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The Entrepreneur Group’s Rules 

As mentioned e[rlier, I run [ F[cebook group c[lled ‚The Entrepreneur Group‛. 

In this group we have a set of rules, which all members need to follow. 

Not only [re they in pl[ce to stop sp[m, but they’re [lso there to educ[te the members on 

how to conduct themselves properly to get the most value out of the group. 

Here are the rules of the Entrepreneur Group: 

 
#1 - Read the Rules 

 
The easiest way to avoid breaking the rules; is to read them first! 
It just takes a couple of minutes to go through them all, a lot less time than it 
takes trying to beg your way back in ;) 
 

#2 - Help Others 
 
If you w[nt to get the most out of this group, help others first! It’s the best w[y 
to demonstrate your knowledge & experience; it creates a sense of trust – which 
is essential to making a sale. 
 

#3 - No Links or Videos 
 
This is a Spam-Free group. 
Each new post will be reviewed by the admins, we will not accept any links to 
third-party sites, pages or groups – nor will we accept any videos, including live 
videos. 
 

#4 - No Self Promotion 
 
Do not try to promote your own products or services. Give value & build trust 
with your peers – it’s the best w[y to get clients. 
 
Posts like ‚comment for XYZ‛ will be deleted [nd you will be b[nned. 
 

#5 - Don’t be a D*** 
 
‚If you’ve got nothing nice to say, don’t say anything at all‛ - Mum 
 

#6 - Here’s some advice… 
 
1. Share your business knowledge, opinions & experiences. 
2. Add context to your questions. Vague posts get vague responses (if any!), 
3. Have Fun! :D 
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As you can see, the rules of the Entrepreneur Group are strict on spam and sleazy attempts 

to gain (or steal) clients. 

We do this to protect the quality of the group… without them the group would just be filled 

with posts about Bitcoin & get-rich-quick schemes. 

I’m not interested in either. 

 

Before we delve into the steps of eng[ging with your clients, it’s import[nt th[t you set 

yourself up for success from the beginning. 

There’s no point in sending tr[ffic to your F[cebook profile, p[ge or website if they’re not 

optimised for sales. 

First things first … 

Your Facebook cover photo will be the biggest change on your personal profile, both in size 

and importance. 

You’ll need to design [ cover photo th[t cle[rly expl[ins wh[t you do for business. 

 

As I s[id e[rlier, I’m a web designer & social media marketer, and I make this very clear on my 

profile. 

Not only h[ve I got the bold font, cle[rly st[ting th[t I work in ‘Web Design + Online 

M[rketing’, I’ve [lso got im[ges to b[ck it up too. 
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It’s [lso worth noting th[t I h[ven’t tried to over-complicate things. 

It’s just text & an image. 

Simple. 

The reason why changing the cover photo is import[nt, is bec[use it’s one of the first things 

people see when they hover over your name in the Facebook Group. 

 

As you can see in the above example, Jason Watson has updated his cover photo with an 

image shouting ‘SERIOUS ABOUT GROWTH?’ 

So to reiter[te… If J[son’s been sh[ring a lot of value within the group, a potential client may 

hover over his name and see this window – with his profile picture & cover photo. 

Immedi[tely they get dr[wn in… Growth with what?! 

Perh[ps he’s selling m[rketing services, or m[ybe he’s selling Vi[gr[? 

Either way, there’s only one way to find out. 

Their curiosity alone will more than likely have them checking out his profile for more info. 

This is where the s[les funnel comes in… 

Now that your ideal customer has landed on your profile, you’ll w[nt them to t[ke [ction. 

Such an action might be for them to visit your website, join a group or to contact you. 
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You influence them to do this by upd[ting your ‘Intro’ on your page; this intro should include 

a quick summary of what you do and what they should do next. 

Here’s [n ex[mple of the intro on my personal Facebook profile. 

As you c[n see, I’ve cle[rly st[ted wh[t I do for work & how they should cont[ct me. 

 

You can also add links in your profile summary. 

As you c[n see I’ve linked my business website & my Facebook page, the latter being 

referenced in my bio above. 

This is a great place to insert a link to a sales funnel that you may have. 

Such a funnel could even include a direct link to a Messenger bot that you’ve set up. 

The end goal of the funnel should be to either get their contact details or even make a sale. 

 

 

 

As Rihanna once said, ‚This is what you came for.‛ 
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You’ve optimised your profile for business, now you just need to get people on it. 

This is where Facebook Groups come in. 

Provided th[t you’ve clearly identified your perfect customer, you can start demonstrating 

your expertise in the groups and attract the interest of others. 

The wrong mindset 

If you’re joining a Facebook group with the mindset that you’re just going to drop a couple of 

posts and get a dozen clients off the back of it, then you shouldn’t be joining the group at all. 

Sle[zy t[ctics won’t work – so don’t use them. 

When ‘providing v[lue’ you need to be selfless. 

I tend to see people try and fake value by only giving away basic information, followed by 

‚message me for more info‛ or ‚DM me to find out how‛. 

It’s weak. Don’t do it. 

 

 “What you've just said is one of the most insanely idiotic things I have ever heard. At no 
point in your rambling, incoherent response were you even close to anything that could be 
considered a rational thought. Everyone in this room is now dumber for having listened to 

it. I award you no points, and may God have mercy on your soul.” 
 

– The Principle, from Billy Madison 

 

If there’s even [ sniff of you being sales-y, then you’re not going to get [ny replies, let [lone 

any new clients. 

Even if you do get comments, it will more th[n likely be your st[nd[rd ‘problem client’. 
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You know the ones… 

They complain about the price and ask you to do a zillion extra tasks for free. 

Ye[… them! 

With that in mind you need to start giving value without expectation of anything in return. 

It’s THE best mentality to have when writing content. 

When you have that selfless mentality, you become a likeable character. 

Likeability is a huge factor when it comes to a client choosing who they want to work with. 

But what is ‘value’? 

I see value as being content that adds to your day. 

It’s a post that users can consume, consider and think about for the rest of the week. 

Such content could be an emotional story, informational post or funny memes. 

The best posts may even contain all three! 

To determine how you can provide value, you must first understand what you can bring to 

the table. 

If you’re looking to join Entrepreneurial groups, then it’s best to write posts that give away 

free information on what business owners can use in real-time. 

I myself try to cover areas that affect everyone in the group, such as mindset, marketing & 

sales, to name a few.  

That being said though, it helps to stick to your expertise when writing a new post. It helps 

establish yourself in the group, as the expert in your field. 

Being the ‘expert’ in a group can work wonders, especially when someone writes a post such 

as ‚looking to hire a web designer, do we have any in the group?‛ 

If you’ve regularly been posting great, informational content related to web design - then 

people are going to be more inclined to tag you in the comments… 

Even if they’ve never spoken to you before! 

That’s the power of giving valuable information, selflessly. 
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Create your own content, or engage with others 

You don’t HAVE to do both! 

Some people weren’t m[de for writing their own posts. 

I myself h[ve lived my whole life with [nxiety, [nd I know th[t the ide[ of clicking th[t ‘Post’ 

button can be very daunting. 

If th[t’s the c[se for you, then know th[t you’ll still get [ good response even if you decide to 

focus your energy on commenting on other people’s posts. 

The only issue is th[t you c[n’t control wh[t other people post, therefore you c[n’t gu[r[ntee 

that the post will be relevant to the services that you offer. 

Like I said though, if you are a bit conscious about posting in Facebook groups then know 

that the Entrepreneur Group is filled with friendly, like-minded people. 

We encour[ge everyone to get involved, whether you’re just st[rting out or you’ve been in 

business for years. 

Which posts should you comment on? 

Given th[t you’ve optimised your profile (cover photo) to include your job title, and you’re in 

[ t[rgeted F[cebook Group, it doesn’t so much m[tter [s to wh[t post you’re eng[ging with. 

Obviously it’s nice to find [ post th[t’s relev[nt to wh[t you provide, but they c[n come few-

and-far between. 

This approach is all about visibility. 

You want people hovering over your name, seeing your cover photo and checking out your 

profile. 

Get involved in as many posts as you can, even if it is just to drop a funny comment. 

Early bird gets the worm 

It re[lly helps to jump on other people’s post right [w[y. 

Sometimes these posts can gather 25, 50 or even 100 comments, which by the time you 

leave your comment - it’ll be too l[te. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/intropreneur/
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Th[t’s why it’s import[nt to get in there e[rly, [s the origin[l poster will be more likely to be 

monitoring responses. 

The #AMA Post 

Originally an idea I got from Arne Giske, the Facebook Group guru, the #AMA post is a 

fantastic post idea to give value to others – and get new clients. 

AMA stands for Ask Me Anything, and is exactly what it sounds like. 

You first present yourself to the rest of the group, introducing your name and background, 

before h[ving them [sk you questions [bout subjects th[t you’re confident in. 

For example I might get group members to ask me questions about chatbots, for you it might 

be fitness or copywriting. 

 

This screenshot is a great example of how successful the #AMA post can be, as the very first 

comment is from someone interested in purchasing my services. 

Not only th[t, you’ll see there were 40 comments in tot[l, all of which may contain another 

customer. 
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That is the power of the #AMA post.  

Here are a few example templates of the Ask Me Anything post, which you can copy & adjust 

to your niche/experience: 

‚Hi, my name is Mike and I build high-end Wordpress sites for passionate entrepreneurs. I’ve 

got a few hours to spare so please feel free to Ask Me Anything about websites, hosting, 

blogging or SEO. Write your questions below and I’ll get back to you right away! :D‛ 

Or you could keep it simple… 

‚I just sold my Real Estate Company for 7-figures. Ask Me Anything about real estate in the 

comments below‛ 

It doesn’t have to be overly complicated but it does have to be true. You can’t start claiming 

that you’ve done XYZ when you clearly haven’t! 

Now there might be some of you who have only just started out and have no idea what you 

could write. 

If you’re a passionate entrepreneur but you lack experience, then you need to be honest and 

avoid ‘bigging yourself up’ with false acclaim. 

Instead say something like this… 

‚Hello all, my name is Mike and I run a chatbot agency. I’ve got a few hours to kill and I would 

like to spend that time helping others. Feel free to Ask Me Anything about chatbots in the 

comments below and I’ll do my best to help you – for FREE of course :)‛ 

People will appreciate your honesty, especially for free information. 

 

Docendo Discimus – “By Teaching, We Learn” 
 

– Latin Proverb 

 

 

Maximising Value 

Writing the #AMA post is just the first step, soon you’ll have comments rolling in and you’ll 

need to start helping people out. 
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This is the part where you start to suffer with imposter syndrome. 

Trust me when I say that you’re not the only one. 

When people ask questions, just know that they’re not out to get you or catch you out. 

So be confident! 

Usually if you were being genuine with your post, and not lying about your expertise, then 

you’ll be more than comfortable answering each question that comes in. 

If there’s a question which you don’t quite know the answer to, then don’t worry… there’s a 

magical place where you can find the answer… 

It’s called Google. 

There’s nothing wrong with doing a bit of research yourself, in fact you might learn 

something new. 

That’s the whole point of the process, for people to develop themselves and become experts 

in their own right – if they weren’t already! 

 

Now I’m not here to bullsh*t you… this isn’t a quick fix, it will certainly take time to pick up 

traction. 

Despite how fortunate I may have been to have an interested lead on that AMA post, it does 

take determination, consistency & patience. 

I know it can be easy to give up after a few days of no responses, but you have to push 

through it. 

It’s like going on a diet… you’re not going to lose weight overnight! 

But if you’re someone who struggles to motivate themselves or follow-through with tasks, 

then it’s import[nt th[t you give yourself prompts regul[rly. 

In fact I send daily calendar reminders to myself to write X amount of comments within an 

hour. 

Keep pushing yourself to do it as part of your day-to-day routine, and you’ll eventually see 

the results… 

Some sooner than others! 
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Hopefully I’ve taught you the importance of providing selfless value to others, and the 

benefits of doing so. 

The next step for you, if you haven’t done so already, would be to join The Entrepreneur 

Group and share your own Ask Me Anything post! 

Thank you for taking the time to read this eBook. 

If you have any questions or suggestions; then please don’t hesitate to contact me on my 

Facebook page, in the group or through my website. 

Thanks again, 

Mike 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/intropreneur/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/intropreneur/
https://www.facebook.com/mikewalterz/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/intropreneur/
https://www.mikewalterz.com/

